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In this paper we shall make a study of the completion of a space"

here by a space we mean a set in which there is defined a closure
operation satisfying three conditions A, -, and A tJ B- U.

Such a space was introduced by Tukey [8] and studied also by
Fisher [4] under the name of a convergence space."

In this paper we shall describe a space by assigning a neighbor-
hood system to each point of it.

Thus we get a generalization of the results of the author’s paper
[7]. )

1. Let be a mapping o a set Xinto a set Y. Thenora
amily ?/consisting of subsets of X, we will denote by (/) the amily
((A)IA e?I} and for a family ! consisting o subsets o Y, let’s
denote by -1() the family (-I(B) IB e .

Let X be a subset of a set X*, then or a filter in X, the filter in
X* generated by is denoted by *.

We consider a set X together with a family N of filters in X
satisfying the ollowing three conditions"

N1) to every x e X there corresponds uniquely a filter (x) each
member of which contains x,

N2) a filter in X containing an element of N also belongs to N,
N3) or every x e X, (x) e N.
We will denote such a space X with N by (X;N) and call it a

space simply.
A filter base in X converges to x in X if and only if the filter

generated by contains (x). 3)

A filter (x) and each o its members are called the neighborhood
system of x and a neighborhood o x respectively.

A mapping f of a space (X;N) into a space (Y ;M) is continuous
if and only if or every x e X a filter generated by (f((x)) contains

1) In this paper spaces are all ff convergence spaces. See [4].
2) In that paper [7] the condition C6) is stated erroneously. It must be read

as C6) of this paper and in the last two lines on page 464 must be a leg.
3) N1) with this definition of convergence is called ffl convergence structure

of a space by Fisher.
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((X)) furthermore, if is one-to-one and onto and if - is also
continuous, is called a homeomorphism.

The completeness is defined as follows: (X;N) is complete if and
only if every filter belonging to N converges to some point of X in X.

If (X;N) is complete then N is uniquely determined by the neigh-
borhood systems of all the points of X.

A filter e N is minimal if there is no filter belonging to N that is
contained properly in .

A filter e N is a leg in X if it converges to no point of X in X.
A completion (X*;N*) of a space (X;N) is such a space that

satisfies, in addition to the conditions N1), N2, and N3), the condi-
tions C1) to C6) below:

C1) X*X,
C2) (X* ;N*) is complete,
C3) to every subset V of X, there corresponds a subset V* of X*

such that V* X-- V, and for every x e X, {SIS V*, V e (x)} is the
neighborhood system of x in X*,

C4) for a point x e X*X and a subset V of X, if every leg e N
converging to x in X* contains V then x e V*, and {SISV* x, VX}
is the neighborhood system of x e X*X in X*,

C5) if e N* then {V IV* e , VX} e N,
C6) any leg in X converges to only one point in X*, and for

every x e X*X, there exists at least one leg in X converging to x in
Z*.

Let’s denote by *(x) the neighborhood system of a point x e X*
in X*.

Now, assume that there exists a completion (X;N*) of a space
(X; N).

Then for any two legs and g, if _q and converges to x in X*,
then by C6), also converges to x in X*. So the filter ,eN
converges to x in X*. Clearly it must belong to N by N3) and C5),
and so it is a leg.

Denote , eY by []. Thus the following holds.
E) If is a leg then [] is also a leg.
Next, suppose that a space (X N) satisfies the above Condition E).
A leg is minimal if and only if = [f].
Put, for every subset V of X,

V*= V t2 {l[ is a minimal leg such that V e [}.
For every minimal leg , let *() be the filter in X* generated

by the filter base {V*IV e }. On the other hand, for all x e X, put
*(x) {S SV*, V e (x)} and

N*={] is a filter in X* such that {VI V*e , VX} e N}.
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Thus we get a space (X* N*).
Then, an arbitrary e N* converges to some point x e X* in X*.

Because, if {VI V*e } converges to some point y e X in X then we
can take x=y; on the other hand, if {VI V* e } is a leg then we have
x=[{vl v* e }].

Thus (X* N*) is complete.
Suppose that a leg [eN in X converges to seN in X*. Then

[* contains the filter in X* generated by {V*IV e }. So , hence
[[]= . And no leg converges to any point of X in X*.

This result shows that (X* ;N*) satisfies the former part of C6).
The other conditions for the completion are satisfied almost

clearly. Thus we get,
Theorem. There exists a completion (X* ;N*) of a space (X ;N)

if and only if for every leg in X, [] is also a leg.
Let (X* N*) and (X/; N/) be two completions of a space (X ;N).
For every x e X*X, there exists a leg [ e N that converges to x

in X*, and converges to some point y in X/. Let us put D(x)=y.
Furthermore we put (x)= x for all x e X. Then we get a one-to-one
mapping of X* onto X/.

From Condition C4) it 2ollows that or every subset V o X,
(V*)= V+

Thus we get
Theorem. A completion of a space (X ;N) is uniquely deter-

mined by (X N).
2. A product (X N) of spaces (X N), e J is defined to be a

space satisfying Conditions P1) to P3) below:
P1) X=IIeX, i.e., X is the Cartesian product of X,
P2) a filter in X belongs to N if and only if P()e N for all

e/, where P is the projection of X onto its 2-component X,
P3) for all x e X, the neighborhood system (x) of x=IIex e X

in X is the least filter containing U ezP;((x)).
P3) is equivalent to"
P3)’ the neighborhood system of IIex e IIeXa in lleX is the

least filter of which the projection into the 2-componentX agrees with
the neighborhood system (x) of x in X for all

A filter in X converges to a point x=IIex if and only if the
filter P() in X converges to x in X for all e

Hence we have
Theorem. A product II(X ;N) is complete if and only if each

factor space (X N) is complete.

4) Furthermore it is equivalent to: P3)" a product of spaces (X; N) has the
weakest 1 convergence structure such that each projection onto a component is
continuous.
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The following Condition T0 is known as the Hausdorff separation
axiom"

T) for any distinct points z and y there exist disjoint neighbor-
hoods of x and y.

If a space (X;N) satisfies the above Condition T0 then (X;N) is
said to be a T space.)

A product II(X;N) is a T space if and only if each factor space
(X N) is a T. space.

Suppose that T spaces (X; N), 2 e fl have completions (X* N*)
which are also T..

Then, the product H(X;N) of (X ;N) satisfies our Condition E)
and so has the completion.

Denote He(X; N) by (X; N).
A filter e N is a leg if and only if P() is a leg for at least one

e.
Let us define a mapping of (X* N*) into II(X* ;N*) such that

IX is the identity and for every x e X*X, (x) is a point to which
a leg e N converging to x in X* converges in II(X*;N*). Then
is clearly one-to-one and onto. We have ((P;(K))*)P*-(K*) for
any subset K of X, where P* is the projection of H(X* ;N*) onto the
2-component (X* N*).

Thus is continuous.
Let be any minimal filter belonging to N and K be any subset

of X belonging to :.
If - is continuous then ((P;(K))*)P*(M*) for some M e .
In view of the proposition below, we see that (X* N*) for 2/

are all Hausdorff spaces if a non-complete factor space (X; N,), / e zl
exists.

Proposition. Let (X*;N*) be the completion of a topological
space (X; N). Then (X* N*) is also a topological space if and only if
for every minimal leg e N and for any element V of , there exists
some element W e such that V e (x) for any x e W.6)

Conversely, for these (X; N), 2 e , if (X* N*) is a Hausdorff
space whenever there is a non-complete space (X,;N), p e zi and
2=/, then for every finite subset F and for every open set
KX, 2 e

((IIerK. HrX)*):HerK* IIrX* 7)

5) It is to be noted that the condition A=A is not assumed in this paper.
6) This proposition is obtained directly from the following well known remark.

Remark. A space (X;N) is a topological space if and only if for every xeX
and its any neighborhood V e (x) there exists a neighborhood W e (x) such that
for all points y e W, V e (y).

7) When a non-complete factor space is only one (Xz;N,), K may be arbi-
trary subset of X.
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Thus, the following holds.
Theorem. Let (X;N), 2 e A be T. spaces such that they have

the completions (X* ;N*) which are also T. Then there exists a com-
pletion of the product ll(X ;N). And it agrees with II(X* N*) if
and only if (X* N*) is a Hausdorff space whenever there exists a
non-complete space (X, N,), / e and/ = 2.

Let (X* ;N*) be the completion of (X N).
In general, for every subsets S and U, if SU- then

S*N U*-.
I there are two legs and such as or any Ve and or

any We,VNW:, then {SISVNW, Ve,We} is also in N.
Either this filter converges in X or it is a leg, If it is a leg, then
[fl- [{s s_v n W, V e , W e }]- [.q].

So we get
Proposition. A completion (X* ;N*) of a T space (X ;N) is

if and only if for every leg and for all points x e X, VW= for
some subset V e [] of X and some neighborhood W of x.. A continuous mapping of (X;N) into (Y;M) is .-con-
tinuous i a filter generated by 9() belongs to M or every filter

eN.
Let be a .-continuous mapping of a space (X;N) into a space

(Y M).
I (X N) and (Y M) have the completions (X* N*) and (Y* M*),

then there exists a mapping F of (X* N*) into (Y* M*) such that
or every x e X*X, F(x) is a point o Y* to which an image () o
a minimal leg converging to x in X* converges and F IX-. We
will call this mapping F an extention of .

Proposition. Let a mapping F of a completion (X*;N*)of a

spaces (X;N) into a complete spaces (Y;M) be an extention of a
,-continuous mapping 9 of (X ;N) into (Y M). Then F is continuous

if for any y e F(X*), {SISV F(X* X), V e (y)} (y).
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